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Born of the fallout from mythic wars fought among the Olympian gods and their mortal worshippers, Diana, warrior princess of the Amazon island-nation of Themyscira, collides with the
modern world as the horrors of the ancient past resurface to wreak havoc with male-dominated 21st century. Together with roguish U.S. air force pilot Steve Trevor, Wonder Woman acts as
both ambassador of her people and selfless protector of the innocent.
The eighth novel in the V.I. Warhawski crime series, set in Chicago, from prize-winning author Sara Paretsky. The discovery of a destitute family in her office basement leads V.I. Warshawski
to homeless charity Home Free. But the organisation's frosty reception gives V.I. cause for concern, especially when one of its board members is then found murdered, sprawled across her
desk . . . Taking on the case, V.I. uncovers a framework of domestic abuse and fraud which spreads across the whole of Chicago, as well as into the abandoned tunnels beneath the city
streets - where more dark secrets have been buried . . .
One a lyric "confessional" poet and essayist, the other a jazz "spoken-word" performance artist, Adrienne Rich and Jayne Cortez were American feminist superheroes who produced extensive
bodies of poetic work that reveal strangely overlapping visions, but in radically different voices and poetic styles. This book reconsiders the poetry activism of Cortez and Rich side-by-side,
engaging poetics theory, cultural studies, and popular media in its literary analyses. A collection of eight integrated chapters by multiple poetry critics, as well as an artist-statement narrative by
Wonder Woman sculptor Linda Stein, the book focuses upon the voice of bravado, the various calls for global justice, and Third Wave feminist "intersectional" critiques all embodied within
these two women's poetic texts. The book also examines the twentieth-century figure of the American superhero, particularly Wonder Woman, bringing popular-culture studies into
conversation with literary criticism, as well as visual art through the inclusion of Stein's commentary and illustrations. This beautiful and compelling book experiments with the festschrift
concept by inviting multiple and competing disciplinary views on U.S. feminist poetics, women's art and aesthetics, racial and sexual identities, as well as politics and performance—all in tribute
to the power of poetry by Cortez and Rich.
When seven-year-old Fern’s divorced mother starts acting strangely, family secrets come to light. Soon, Fern ends up in the hospital due to her mother’s actions. Angry and frightened, Fern
must find the will to survive. Through a missing diary, a mysterious older sister, and a manipulative mother, Fern embarks on an odd and frightening journey to uncover the truth about her
mother’s past.
DIE MASSEN LIEBEN SIE, DOCH DIE MÄCHTIGEN FÜRCHTEN SIE ... Prinzessin Diana wuchs auf einer abgeschiedenen, mysteriösen Insel unter Amazonen auf, die sich gegen den Rest
der Welt völlig abschotten. Dennoch gelangte sie als Botschafterin des Friedens in die moderne, noch immer von Männern dominierte Welt, wo sie als Wonder Woman für Liebe und Wahrheit
kämpft. Für die Medien und die Öffentlichkeit ist sie eine gottgleiche Superheldin und feministische Ikone. Einige mächtige Männer aber fürchten um ihre Positionen in Wirtschaft, Politik und
Militär und beauftragen einen Experten damit, Diana zu brechen...
Mad About Mystery: 100 Wonderful Television Mysteries From the Seventies looks at one hundred fabulous and often funky television mysteries from one of the most exciting and turbulent
decades in history, the 1970’s. Along with fondly-remembered made-for-TV movies and iconic detective shows such as The Rockford Files, Columbo and Charlie’s Angels, there are
interviews with some of the unique and talented players who were part of these productions, both in front of and behind the scenes. Hart to Hart’s Stefanie Powers kicks it all off with a terrific
introduction. Take a look at feathered hair, leisure suits, lava lamps, bellbottoms, everyone’s favorite murderous Zuni doll and the fuzz – and some of the greatest television mysteries and
detectives ever created.
Looks at the development of American avant-garde art, including performance art, environmental art, conceptual art, video, and photo-realism
In this book, Lillian Robinson looks at Wonder Women - all of them - Supergirl, Invisible Girl, Invisible Woman, She Hulk - and examines what these cartoon heroines mean for everyday life.
Can you balance a home, career, and the struggle for justice? What about men? Does flying help? Lillian Robinson finds the essence of wonder women in our non-animated three-dimensional
world.
With this talking collectible figure, Batman's arch nemesis and supervillain extraordinaire, the Joker, is here! Kit includes: 3¿-inch The Joker bust mounted on a base, with 10 diabolical sound
bites Phrases include "Joker here!" "The Joke's on you, Batman!" "Life's a bowl of cherries, and this is the pits!" I'm not mad at all, I'm just...differently sane!", "Welcome to the madhouse,
Batman!", and "Let's get this party started -- with a bang!" The Joker: Behind the Smile, 48-page book of The Joker history, featuring full-color illustrations throughout
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The award-winning DC Icons story of the world's greatest super hero: WONDER WOMAN by the # 1 New York Times bestselling author
LEIGH BARDUGO. "You’ll enjoy this book whether you’re a fan of Wonder Woman comics, the Wonder Woman movie, Leigh Bardugo, or just YA lit in general." —Hypable She will become
one of the world's greatest heroes: WONDER WOMAN. But first she is Diana, Princess of the Amazons. And her fight is just beginning. . . . Diana longs to prove herself to her legendary
warrior sisters. But when the opportunity finally comes, she throws away her chance at glory and breaks Amazon law—risking exile—to save a mere mortal. Even worse, Alia Keralis is no
ordinary girl and with this single brave act, Diana may have doomed the world. Alia just wanted to escape her overprotective brother with a semester at sea. She doesn't know she is being
hunted. When a bomb detonates aboard her ship, Alia is rescued by a mysterious girl of extraordinary strength and forced to confront a horrible truth: Alia is a Warbringer—a direct descendant
of the infamous Helen of Troy, fated to bring about an age of bloodshed and misery. Together, Diana and Alia will face an army of enemies—mortal and divine—determined to either destroy or
possess the Warbringer. If they have any hope of saving both their worlds, they will have to stand side by side against the tide of war. "Feminism is the invisible jet powering this literary
revamp of the Amazon princess." —The New York Times Book Review "Warning: This novel about the young super hero crossing paths with a seemingly ordinary—but seriously powerful—girl
may result in multiple fist pumps." —Seventeen Don't miss the rest of the DC Icons series! Read them in any order you choose: • Batman: Nightwalker by Marie Lu • Catwoman: Soulstealer by
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Sarah J. Maas • Superman: Dawnbreaker by Matt de la Peña
WONDER WOMAN VOL. 3: THE TRUTH is the latest chapter of the instant-classic saga from writer Greg Rucka and artist Liam Sharp. They say the truth will set you free. That’s what
Princess Diana—the hero known to the world as Wonder Woman—believed. But she discovered a far darker truth, learning that her entire life and history had been transformed…and it has driven
her to madness. Even as her life unravels, sinister forces threaten all she holds dear. No matter how great the trauma, she must continue to fight against the evil and lies that have destroyed
her life. With the help of her closest allies—and her greatest enemy, the Cheetah—Diana will put the pieces of her broken mind back together and do battle against her fearsome new foes. Will
she defy the will of the gods, save her Amazon sisters and solve the mystery of her own existence once and for all? Or is the cost of the truth too steep for even Wonder Woman to bear?
Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Rebirth event, this storyline collects odd-numbered issues from WONDER WOMAN #13-25.
Through a celebration and critique of the comics character of Wonder Woman, this collection takes up the historical trends that have changed the world of comics, American popular culture,
and feminism. In honor of the 75th anniversary of the comic book super heroine Wonder Woman in 2016, Kent State University and the Cleveland Public Library partnered to celebrate the
intersections of public literacy, comics, and feminism in a jointly sponsored symposium. Centering on the figure of Wonder Woman, the special issue of the Journal of Graphic Novels and
Comics that this volume is based on collected the presentations and interviews from the event. This book will fortuitously appear in honor of Wonder Woman’s 80th anniversary and pays
respect to "herstory" while recognizing her perpetual relevance to our present day, and beyond. Like its progenitor, it reflects the historical trends that have changed the world of comics,
American popular culture, and feminism so relevant to our current moment. It also highlights an interview with Mariko Tamaki, the current writer of Wonder Woman comics, as well as new
editorial reflections in a Foreword and an Afterword.
"Sistah's Hatin" "Sistah's Hatin" is an honest revelation of the innermost thoughts and experiences that females are faced with, but rarely share. It's a jaw dropping, heart stopping thriller that
will boggle your mind. The main theme of the story deals with the raw and often times unexplainable emotions involving jealousy and envy that exist in female friendships that we try to bury
deep within. This page turner will introduce you to a group of African American sistah's who, through a natural course of events, are faced with a culmination of life changing challenges that
force them to make fast decisions that will drastically effect their tomorrows. Through the lives of these career oriented sistah's, you'll witness the undeniable presence of competition that often
seeps it's way into the closest of friendships. The book will allow you to travel down the literary highway that leads to a narrow friendship road that separates love from hate, and ultimately
good from evil. Through reading "Sistah's Hatin" you'll meet Aundria, a translator for the United Nations who's a highly educated fiercely competitive spoiled brat, Regina, a beautician dealing
with major attitude issues who'd give anything to get a man, Fonda, a florist in search of independence who's married to a rich, handsome, and uniquely strange mortician, and last but not
least, Thunder, a policeman/dispatcher who reluctantly works for a drama filled police department. "Hatin" is a slang term that speaks for itself. "Haters" are everywhere... in search of
something that they don't have, enamored with someone that they shouldn't desire, infuriated by the one whom they call their friend, and unhappy with the reflection in the mirror. Get ready to
get on board, and remember to fasten your seatbelts. It's time for the ride of your life.
T.J. Demos explores Birnbaum's pioneering development of the possibilities of video as a medium, situating it historically amidst postmodern appropriation, media analysis and feminist
politics.
William Marston was an unusual man—a psychologist, a soft-porn pulp novelist, more than a bit of a carny, and the (self-declared) inventor of the lie detector. He was also the creator of
Wonder Woman, the comic that he used to express two of his greatest passions: feminism and women in bondage. Comics expert Noah Berlatsky takes us on a wild ride through the Wonder
Woman comics of the 1940s, vividly illustrating how Marston’s many quirks and contradictions, along with the odd disproportionate composition created by illustrator Harry Peter, produced a
comic that was radically ahead of its time in terms of its bold presentation of female power and sexuality. Himself a committed polyamorist, Marston created a universe that was friendly to
queer sexualities and lifestyles, from kink to lesbianism to cross-dressing. Written with a deep affection for the fantastically pulpy elements of the early Wonder Woman comics, from invisible
jets to giant multi-lunged space kangaroos, the book also reveals how the comic addressed serious, even taboo issues like rape and incest. Wonder Woman: Bondage and Feminism in the
Marston/Peter Comics 1941-1948 reveals how illustrator and writer came together to create a unique, visionary work of art, filled with bizarre ambition, revolutionary fervor, and love, far
different from the action hero symbol of the feminist movement many of us recall from television.
As the artist of DC’s New 52 WONDER WOMAN series, CLIFF CHIANG’s star has never shone brighter. His bold, graphic style has a classic feel with a modern sensibility, and it’s no
wonder he’s become one of the industry’s top illustrators. Now Chris Arrant and Eric Nolen-Weathington reveal just how CHIANG went from promising assistant editor to in-demand freelance
artist in MODERN MASTERS VOL. 29: CLIFF CHIANG. It features a career-spanning interview, and loads of both iconic and rarely seen artwork from Cliff's personal files. There's also an indepth look into the artist's work process, and an extensive gallery of commissioned pieces, many in in full-color. Experience the wonder of this modern master of comics: Cliff Chiang!
"A valuable contribution to the study of this character”—Journal of American Culture "The character is both iconic and mysterious, recognizable but hard to understand. Part of the problem is
that she has been repeatedly reinterpreted depending on the sensibilities of the era”—Year’s Work in English Studies "There are many things to like about Darowski’s Ages of Wonder
Woman...accessible and clearly written...provides much value to a general audience...especially those interested in the history of pop culture and Wonder Woman’s place in it”--SFRA Review
"Nineteen essays about the Amazon warrior and how she’s changed over the years...Wonder Woman has always been seen as one of the leading DC characters...few have had a real fix on
what she is really about”—SFCrowsnest "Goes into extensive detail about the individual characters starting from their origins and their transition and evolution through the decades...makes for
fascinating reading”—Collector’s Corner Created in 1941 by the psychologist William Marston, Wonder Woman would go on to have one of the longest continuous runs of published comic
book adventures in the history of the industry. More than 70 years after her debut, Wonder Woman remains a popular culture icon. Throughout the intervening years many comic book creators
have had a hand in guiding her story, resulting in different interpretations of the Amazon Princess. In this collection of new essays, each examines a specific period or storyline from Wonder
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Woman comic books and analyzes that story in regard to contemporary issues in American society.
Diese Graphic Novel basiert auf dem New-York-Times-Bestseller von Marie Lu und entführt den Leser in die düsteren Katakomben von Arkham Asylum, in dem Gothams gefährlichste
Psychopathen gefangen sind. Ausgerechnet hier wird der junge Bruce Wayne zu Sozialstunden verdonnert und gerät in einen Strudel voller Gefahren und dunkler Geheimnisse. Eine
skrupellose neue Verbrecherbande, die sich Nightwalker nennt, terrorisiert Gotham. Nach und nach knöpft sie sich die Reichen und Mächtigen Gothams vor, einen nach dem anderen. Auf
dem Nachhauseweg von der Party zu seinem 18. Geburtstag trifft der frischgebackene Milliardenerbe Bruce Wayne eine folgenschwere Entscheidung, wodurch er im berüchtigten Gefängnis
Arkham Asylum landet. Dort trifft er Madeleine Wallace, eine hochintelligente Mörderin und Mitglied der Nightwalker. Er will Madeleines Geheimnissen auf die Spur kommen und kommt ihr
dabei gefährlich nahe. Schafft er es, sie davon zu überzeugen ihm zu helfen, die Stadt zu retten oder liefert er ihr die Informationen, die sie benötigt, um Gotham in die Knie zu zwingen? In
dieser von Stuart Moore adaptierten und von Chris Wildgoose gezeichneten Graphic Novel wird eine mitreißende neue Seite von Batman gezeigt, bevor er zum legendären Superhelden mit
schwarzem Umhang und Maske wird. Die Coming-of-Age-Geschichten der neuen Reihe Panini Ink begleiten die bekannten DC-Helden in jungen Jahren auf dem Weg zum Erwachsenwerden
- und zeigen sie in völlig neuem Licht. Denn auch heranwachsende Superhelden haben schwer mit alltäglichen Herausforderungen wie Verpflichtungen, schwierigen Entscheidungen und
Emotionen zu kämpfen. Aber auch mit gesellschaftlichen Problemen sehen sie sich konfrontiert - seien es soziale Ungerechtigkeit, Korruption, Rassismus oder Homophobie.
Over the years, in a variety of venues, Lawrence Watt-Evans has turned his sharp, analytical, and slightly crazed mind to everything from weaponized poetry to why the Enterprise doesn't
have seatbelts, and everyone from Jane Austen to Buffy Summers. Collected for the first time are twenty-three of these essays, discussing icons of comic books, television, novels, movies,
and much more!
Wonder Woman, Harley Quinn, Shuri, and Black Widow. These four characters portray very different versions of women: the superheroine, the abuse victim, the fourth wave princess, and the
spy, respectively. In this in-depth analysis of female characters in superhero media, the author begins by identifying ten eras of superhero media defined by the way they portray women.
Following this, the various archetypes of superheroines are classified into four categories: boundary crossers, good girls, outcasts, and those that reclaim power. From Golden Age comics
through today's hottest films, heroines have been surprisingly assertive, diverse, and remarkable in this celebration of all the archetypes.
This large-format book contains values for more than 24,000 toys in every category imaginable--action figures, cast-iron and paper lithographed toys, windups, Barbie dolls, model kits, diecast
banks, games, playsets, character toys, and many more dating from the 19th century to the present day. Also included are coded dealer listings, plus information on clubs and newsletters and
a bibliography of other books of interest.
Providing collectors with information on virtually every aspect of toy collecting, this guide contains over 15,000 listings of both antique and modern toys. It features the same popular format as
top selling Schroeder's Antiques Price Guide, with hundreds of photos, histories, and much more.
Wonder Woman gegen Batman! Sie ist Superheldin, Prinzessin der Amazonen und Diplomatin in der patriarchalischen Welt. Doch dann bindet ein uraltes Ritual Wonder Woman an eine ihr
völlig unbekannte junge Frau. Die ist eine Mörderin, die von der Polizei gejagt wird und die Prinzessin Diana nun beschützen muss! Dafür stellt sie sich nicht nur furienhaften Rachegöttinnen,
sondern auch Batman entgegen, der die Verbrecherin ihrer gerechten Strafe zuführen will! Schließlich kommt es zum unerbittlichen Kampf zwischen Wonder Woman und dem Dunklen
Ritter... Eine großartige, in sich abgeschlossene Graphic Novel, geschrieben vom preisgekrönten Top-Autor Greg Rucka (GOTHAM CENTRAL) und gezeichnet von Fanliebling J. G. Jones
(BEFORE WATCHMEN: COMEDIAN).
Get your cape on with the DC Super Hero Girls™— the unprecedented new Super Hero universe especially for girls! Readers of all ages can fly high with the all-new adventures of Wonder
Woman™, Supergirl™, Batgirl™, and some of the world’s most iconic female super heroes as high schoolers! Batgirl has always hidden in the shadows—but does she have what it takes to stand
in the spotlight at Super Hero High? Barbara Gordon has always been an off-the-charts, just-forget-about-the-test super-genius and tech whiz, and then she gets the offer of a lifetime when
Supergirl recognizes that Barbara’s talents make her an ideal candidate for Super Hero High. Donning the cape and cowl, Barbara Gordon becomes Batgirl, ready to train at the most elite
school on the planet, next to some of the most powerful teenagers in the galaxy. She’s always had the heart of a hero . . . but now she’ll have to prove that she can be one. Good thing she
loves a challenge! Award-winning author Lisa Yee brings mystery, thrills, and laughs to this groundbreaking series that follows DC Comics most iconic female Super Heroes and SuperVillains. Move over Batman™ and Superman™—the DC Super Hero Girls are ready to save the day and have fun doing it! Praise for DC Super Hero Girls: “Sure to have wide appeal, this book
is a solid option to balance collections saturated with male superheroes.” - School Library Journal
Featuring the new all-star creative team of writer Peter J. Tomasi (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Doug Mahnke (JUSTICE LEAGUE)! Superman and Wonder Woman-two of the world's mightiest heroes-are the
ultimate power couple. And yet, when a new superhero arrives out of nowhere asking for their guidance, the two Justice Leaguers can't help but suspect that something is very, very wrong. Wonderstar has
no past, no memories and only a strange connection to Superman and Wonder Woman. He claims his intentions are good, but when his true identity is finally revealed, it will take the combined strength of the
Man of Steel and the new God of War to take him on. Featuring the debut of the new all-star creative team, SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN VOL. 3: CASUALTIES OF WAR tests the bond between the
super-couple like never before! Collects issues #13-17.
Wonder Woman Talking Figure and Illustrated BookRunning Press
What is normal? How do we, as humans of every kind, fit in? What is it were fitting into? Pauls World takes us into the mind and heart of Paul, who was born with cerebral palsy into a family of normal siblings.
Pauls unique personality exhibits manybut not allcharacteristics of what, until recently, had been referred to as Aspergers syndrome. Paul loves people and having fun, but his lack of cuing into normal social
skills has made fitting in a challenge. He meets that challenge with his outgoing personality, enthusiasm, and humorwinning friends everywhere he goes. Pauls story of love, frustrations, and conversations
with God as his counselor, as told interchangeably by Paul and his mom, is inspiring people from all walks of life to handle their own life difficulties with optimism and humor.
Winner of the 2017 Eisner Award in the Best Academic/Scholarly Work category 2017 Prose Awards Honorable Mention, Media & Cultural Studies Over the last 75 years, superheroes have been portrayed
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most often as male, heterosexual, white, and able-bodied. Today, a time when many of these characters are billion-dollar global commodities, there are more female superheroes, more queer superheroes,
more superheroes of color, and more disabled superheroes--but not many more. Superwomen investigates how and why female superhero characters have become more numerous but are still not-at-all
close to parity with their male counterparts; how and why they have become a flashpoint for struggles over gender, sexuality, race, and disability; what has changed over time and why in terms of how these
characters have been written, drawn, marketed, purchased, read, and reacted to; and how and why representations of superheroes matter, particularly to historically underrepresented and stereotyped
groups. Specifically, the book explores the production, representations, and receptions of prominent transmedia female superheroes from their creation to the present: Wonder Woman; Batgirl and Oracle; Ms.
Marvel and Captain Marvel; Buffy the Vampire Slayer; Star Wars' Padmé Amidala, Leia Organa, Jaina Solo, and Rey; and X-Men's Jean Grey, Storm, Kitty Pryde, Rogue, and Mystique. It analyzes their
changing portrayals in comics, novels, television shows, and films, as well as how cultural narratives of gender have been negotiated through female superheroes by creators, consumers, and parent
companies over the last several decades.
Dieses Buch erschliesst ein faszinierendes neuartiges Verständnis der Ursachen und Folgen von Traumata und schenkt jedem, der die zerstörerische Wirkung eines solchen Erlebnisses kennengelernt hat,
Hoffnung und Klarheit. Traumata sind eines der grossen gesundheitlichen Probleme unserer Zeit, nicht nur weil sie bei Unfall- und Verbrechensopfern eine so grosse Rolle spielen, sondern auch wegen der
weniger offensichtlichen, aber gleichermassen katastrophalen Auswirkungen sexueller und familiärer Gewalt und der verheerenden Wirkung von Missbrauch, Misshandlung, Vernachlässigung und
Substanzabhängigkeiten. Bessel van der Kolk, der seit über dreissig Jahren in den Bereichen der Forschung und der klinischen Praxis an vorderster Front aktiv ist, beschreibt in seinem neuen Buch, dass
das Entsetzen und die Isolation im Zentrum eines jeden Traumas buchstäblich Gehirn und Körper verändern. Neue Erkenntnisse über die Überlebensinstinkte erklären, warum Traumatisierte von
unvorstellbaren Ängsten, Taubheitsempfindungen und unerträglicher Wut heimgesucht werden und wie Traumata ihre Fähigkeit, sich zu konzentrieren, sich zu erinnern, Vertrauensbeziehungen aufzubauen
und sich in ihrem eigenen Körper zu Hause zu fühlen, negativ beeinflussen. Das Buch "Verkörperter Schrecken" beschreibt auf inspirierende Weise, wie sich eine Gruppe von Therapeuten und
Wissenschaftlern zusammen mit ihren Patienten bemühten, neueste Erkenntnisse aus den Bereichen der Gehirn- und Bindungsforschung sowie über Körpergewahrsein in Behandlungsmethoden zu
integrieren, die geeignet sind, Traumatisierte von der Tyrannei ihrer Vergangenheit zu befreien. Diese neuen Wege zur Genesung aktivieren die natürliche Plastizität des Gehirns und nutzen sie, um gestörte
Funktionen zu reorganisieren und die Fähigkeit, "zu wissen, was man weiss, und zu fühlen, was man fühlt", wiederherzustellen. (Quelle: buch.ch)
Showing students that the act of writing is connected to everyday living, THE COMPOSITION OF EVERYDAY LIFE, Brief, emphasizes invention while helping student writers rediscover concepts, uncover
meaning, and rethink the world around them. Each student text is packaged with a free Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Can Superman and Wonder Woman stop General Zod before he gains full power under the Earth's yellow sun?
Action figures are more than toys or collectibles--they are statements on race, gender, class, body positivity and more. This collection of nine new essays and one interview argues that action figures should
be analyzed in the same light as books, movies, television shows and other media. Through an examination of the plastic bodies that fill our shelves and toy boxes, "Action Figure Studies" can inform the next
generation of toys.

The world's most popular female super hero returns to the big screen in Wonder Woman. This kit captures the huge audience for the enduring icon of empowerment for girls and
women of all ages. It includes a 3 ½” Wonder Woman figure featuring audio of 10 different motivational phrases, plus a 48-page book titled The Wonder Woman Way, complete
with full-color artwork.
The essays in this collection outline how feminists employ a variety of digital practices and tools to create spaces of solidarity, archive important feminist digital culture work, and
offer blueprints for future feminist action.
“As a man, I'm flesh and blood, I can be ignored, I can be destroyed; but as a symbol... as a symbol I can be incorruptible, I can be everlasting”. In the 2005 reboot of the
Batman film franchise, Batman Begins, Bruce Wayne articulates how the figure of the superhero can serve as a transcendent icon. It is hard to imagine a time when superheroes
have been more pervasive in our culture. Today, superheroes are intellectual property jealously guarded by media conglomerates, icons co-opted by grassroots groups as a fourcolor rebuttal to social inequities, masks people wear to more confidently walk convention floors and city streets, and bulletproof banners that embody regional and national
identities. From activism to cosplay, this collection unmasks the symbolic function of superheroes. Bringing together superhero scholars from a range of disciplines, alongside key
industry figures such as Harley Quinn co-creator Paul Dini, The Superhero Symbol provides fresh perspectives on how characters like Captain America, Iron Man, and Wonder
Woman have engaged with media, culture, and politics, to become the “everlasting” symbols to which a young Bruce Wayne once aspired.
World-renowned folklorist Maria Tatar reveals an astonishing but long buried history of heroines, taking us from Cassandra and Scheherazade to Nancy Drew and Wonder
Woman. The Heroine with 1,001 Faces dismantles the cult of warrior heroes, revealing a secret history of heroinism at the very heart of our collective cultural imagination. Maria
Tatar, a leading authority on fairy tales and folklore, explores how heroines, rarely wielding a sword and often deprived of a pen, have flown beneath the radar even as they have
been bent on redemptive missions. Deploying the domestic crafts and using words as weapons, they have found ways to survive assaults and rescue others from harm, all while
repairing the fraying edges in the fabric of their social worlds. Like the tongueless Philomela, who spins the tale of her rape into a tapestry, or Arachne, who portrays the
misdeeds of the gods, they have discovered instruments for securing fairness in the storytelling circles where so-called women’s work—spinning, mending, and weaving—is
carried out. Tatar challenges the canonical models of heroism in Joseph Campbell’s The Hero with a Thousand Faces, with their male-centric emphases on achieving glory and
immortality. Finding the women missing from his account and defining their own heroic trajectories is no easy task, for Campbell created the playbook for Hollywood directors.
Audiences around the world have willingly surrendered to the lure of quest narratives and charismatic heroes. Whether in the form of Frodo, Luke Skywalker, or Harry Potter,
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Campbell’s archetypical hero has dominated more than the box office. In a broad-ranging volume that moves with ease from the local to the global, Tatar demonstrates how our
new heroines wear their curiosity as a badge of honor rather than a mark of shame, and how their “mischief making” evidences compassion and concern. From Bluebeard’s
wife to Nancy Drew, and from Jane Eyre to Janie Crawford, women have long crafted stories to broadcast offenses in the pursuit of social justice. Girls, too, have now
precociously stepped up to the plate, with Hermione Granger, Katniss Everdeen, and Starr Carter as trickster figures enacting their own forms of extrajudicial justice. Their quests
may not take the traditional form of a “hero’s journey,” but they reveal the value of courage, defiance, and, above all, care. “By turns dazzling and chilling” (Ruth Franklin), The
Heroine with 1,001 Faces creates a luminous arc that takes us from ancient times to the present day. It casts an unusually wide net, expanding the canon and thinking
capaciously in global terms, breaking down the boundaries of genre, and displaying a sovereign command of cultural context. This, then, is a historic volume that informs our
present and its newfound investment in empathy and social justice like no other work of recent cultural history.
The third book in the gripping DC Super Hero Girls fiction series! Barbara Gordon has always been a tech genius. But she's never been a super hero. Now, stepping into the
spotlight as Batgirl for the very first time, she must train alongside the most powerful teens in the galaxy at Super Hero High. Can she wear the cape and cowl, and find her super
self?
For more than twenty-five years George Pérez has been a fan favorite in the comic book field. From his artwork for The Avengers and Teen Titans to the Crisis on Infinite Earths
series which forever changed DC Comics, this versatile and influential artist is known for delivering top-notch art that fans can’t get enough of! Now, this second volume in the
new Modern Masters series delves into the artist’s life, as Pérez discusses his Puerto Rican upbringing, how he broke into the comics field, and the attention to detail that has
made him one of comics’ top tier talents. Modern Masters Volume 2: George Pérez contains page after page of rare and unseen artwork, illustrating a comprehensive interview
with Pérez on his stellar career! Released in conjunction with Pérez’ work in the upcoming JLA/Avengers series—one of the most highly anticipated events in comic book
history—this book is the first such retrospective of the highly acclaimed artist, and the ultimate look at the work of a true Modern Master: George Pérez!
DC Comics' wild and wonderful star, Harley Quinn, becomes your personal inspirational icon with this talking collectible figure. Kit includes: 3-1/2-inch Harley Quinn bust figure
mounted on a base, with 10 offbeat inspirational sound bites. Phrases include "Things get crazy real fast when you're Harley Quinn," "Look out, world, here I come!" and many
more. 48-page book telling some of Harley Quinn's greatest adventures, featuring full-color illustrations throughout
Diana wird einmal als Wonder Woman die größte Heldin der Welt werden! Doch noch lebt die junge Prinzessin auf der mysteriösen Paradiesinsel Themyscira, auf der
unsterbliche Amazonen-Kriegerinnen unter dem Schutz der alten Götter leben. Diese Graphic Novel basiert auf dem New-York-Times- Bestsellerroman von Leigh Bardugo und
erzählt von Wonder Womans erstem großen Abenteuer in der Welt der Menschen. Diana sehnt sich danach, sich ihren legendären Kriegerschwestern zu beweisen. Doch als
sich ihr endlich die Gelegenheit dazu bietet, schlägt sie die Chance auf Ruhm und Ehre aus, nur um eine Sterbliche zu retten, und riskiert damit die Verbannung von der Insel. Es
kommt noch schlimmer, denn die Gerettete ist kein normales Mädchen, und mit ihrer mutigen Tat hat Diana womöglich die ganze Welt zum Untergang verdammt. Alia Keralis ist
Biologiestudentin und erforscht die Meereswelt. Als eine Bombe auf ihrem Schiff explodiert, wird sie von einem geheimnisvollen Mädchen mit übernatürlichen Kräften gerettet
und mit einer furchtbaren Wahrheit konfrontiert: Alia ist dazu verdammt, die Welt ins Unglück zu stürzen. Um sowohl die Welt der Amazonen als auch die der Menschen zu
retten, müssen Diana und Alia Seite an Seite gegen das drohende Unheil kämpfen.
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